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flLinguistic lty-Based Laqguage

Systems for-the Inner City Writer

Remediill writing students composea langua e pool that has

not always t!een well represented in American co eges and univer-
,/

sities. Higher education, Terhaps for the first time in, Ameritan

history, is addresSing a constituency whi lacks formal language

skills thought to be fundamental. Colloquial, dialecItil, and non-

native speakers, frequently-oider. than previous generations of col-

,
lege students, have entered into the gates of learning and ate
0

clamoring -for admission to th' principalities once 'reserved for

the pure,of language. Colleges serving inner city applicant pools

find minority populatiOns rahging upwards to ninety and ninety-

five per cent (Medgar Evers- CONY) to seventy-fiVe per cent

(Xn cintral3Chicago) and other enrollments are bound to follow behind.

Cony ntional introductory college English courses were not destgned

.for uch populations, nor do they erve their needs -- new remedies,

if not new remediations, are calle or:

Traditional college English 'cot;;44z,..._hive been and continue

/t be oriented around a "great ideas of Western man" format, with

/considerable deference paid to critical interpretation of literA-
1

ture to- aid in a humanizing process which thesAstucient is expected

to undergo. pilton's Paradiv Lost, as the great repository of

the Western humanistic tradition, is the typical study of suCh
, t

.
courses in the New England Colleges of y background. In simple

78terms, however, many inner)if-student hive been humanized on

te streets. Urban College populations are substantialli older

than Prelqrous generations of coltlege students and have much life

experience, However, they frequently lackipthe literary background

which formed the basis of a homogeneous-yanguage population in the

convehtional college. If black, oral rdther thamwritten forms

of speech characterize their language experience, with consid-
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intr*usions of ethnic language eharadeitristics.

secOnd language interference may characterize their spokinV-

written EngliAb. If froM ethnic groups not prevousIy represented

in collegespopulations, the"formal language structurie-bT Edited

American English may show deviant inflecti9na.l'endings and elon-.
. *

gated sentence patterns. This is itOeed a pandemoniuw, but as ur-
x) N v

ban educators we hold of little va ue',.that---14,ctue which shrinks

untested from the dusty%Sield of ombit'r- we :al stand with Miln.)--* '

,.

on that. A new i fusion of. langua abilits&S ard criticai.cutapness \

s Called for, and if we are mot to find our attidents shunted firto

remedial centers -- .penal colonies for the impu! o4Alafiguage

guarded by the Cerberus of the SATtt.st -- we must* inquire into'

the.nature of linguistically-baded writing systems as a potential

way of fusing language needs With college-level instruction.
4

. Paradiie lost is the teaching of writing to students in our
/

universities by correcting,their "ertors. Such co rectiom pre-

supposes a generally well-developed sense of wXitter 1angua

structure and'formal English ipguate discourse. The riew population

seeking higher education does not always possess such a badkvound.
. J

This brings qs to seek a 'new way to a paradise regained; 'Regaining

paradise is done by develo ing a positive instruction using the
,

sys ems of language strp ure to offer positive models.- Actually,

a procedure is conservative: ,Ben 'rranklin hims'elf claims.to

have learned his English by copying Addison apd Steele. 'The

ringuistic,systems now availableA;06xf-U an equally goad oppor-
. _

tunity to teach language struct nd relate that'structure to

the actual- experienc of the udent. Sector Ans one such
scientific study of language which 1 will ,deal with in 5his paper.

It is Offered not as the answer to our needsi.-but as an example

of an answer which has proved iuccessful .1, should encourage fur-
.

th r.experimentation*and controlled inveiiigation of results.

The,purpose of the 4nguistically-based system of language

instruction for,the inner city student is twofold, involving a

.
fusion of remedial needs with cOlaege-level language awareness.

\
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First, the basic structures of the English language, which are.
*

no longer the coMmoneemingly intuitive background that they nce

were in higher 11,44<ati'on, may b?'taught. Second, the psychology

pf language form ---:4,- a college-level critical awareness of language --

may be taught. This multi-tiered program-offers a way around

the dilemma now confronting aIkost:every'language program Which

I know of, how. to credit writing courses. Students who can use

linguistics to Ciitically evaluate literature need mOce no apology

for learning at the same time to eliminate the comma splice.
I,

Such a program may take a 'student a year rather than a single se-

mester to complete, but the end result would justify the expense

in timel other words, we might find,that we no longer need to

separate re4edial writing from content instruction if we really

know how to Inquire,:into American English as structural as well

as a rhetorical entity-. ' \
Our first problem is how to

%
knowingly choose a system

o
for

!

approaching language, there are a v:ariety of systems, of which

the best 'known are transformational grammar\ and; increasingly in

such areas as New Yofk City, Sector Analysil. The need for a(new
--/1""

grammar is derived Itrgely.from what I take to be a collapse of

confidences in the School Grammar which most pre4nt Elf!,91ilsh teachers
I

we ta.ught. The memorable feature of schocil,grammar_ was its line

'dikrams -- the Reed;and Kellogg;sentence diagramming with sub-
\ !

,jectis and'verbs -on a iline and preposctional phrases,and adverbs

danbling in their various directions. ,
School grammar is a pre-

scr+tive attempt to fix language patterns based '/on STbitritrily
-,,

. sel Cted models; It contains'numeró4\anomolies which lj,xtguists

re fond of pointing out, but its real weakness lies in te fact

, thatait ta simply no longer some hing which instructors are willi-rig

'7to focus on; the school gramma r serves no purpos; it is an end irk

ip-Wf, and teachers rightlir reject focussing on artificial struc-
_i

ture4 for their own sake. Breaking a sentence down into its con-
.

.

etituents is interesting, but it becomes vital to a s,tudent only

when it shows him something ab'out his own working language and its.
..-

interactions.



Stratificational Linguistics should be mentioned in \passing.

At present there is *no procedure for teachimg this 4,inguiStic

system to students at a lower leve ,oficollege instruction. It

is a highly spe"Cialized study of h w Xanguages encod! and decode'

meanings in the various strata of I guage from phoneme to lexeme

to sememe, based on a neurologi5akfmOdel In David Lockwood's

words, "As the focus of descriptive linguistics has been on items

in the data, and that of generative linguistics has been on rules .

reflect.ing generalizations pertainilg to the data, that of cogni

tive linguistics,(Stratificational Linguistics) TUst be on naa-

tionships representing the inforMation in the speaker's 4rain. fi1

Representative of the patterns of language, ptratificationl

Linguistics finds smaller units of language meaning joined in,ipeech_

at nodes and projected to an audience where the message is similarly
A

decoded and_reencoded; These analytic characteristics prom.9e

an e?cpianation of how language affects both'producer and receiver

and thus adds a dimension to:structural language study. Most of.

its practical applicatiods, however, havelyet t8 be developed.

Transformational-Generative Grammar'is a theoretical analysis

language structure which is intended to develop a dbnstant body

of rules by which English sentences are generated. ,In principle,

sen,,enct4 aro described as being made up of kernels -- constituen6

such as noun phrases and verb phrases which in turn may'consist'

of4ower level constituents. U ke the previous system makers;

Chomgky's offspring have generated merous school textsin this

area, several of which appear to me to be very interesting. My

only diticomfort with this grammar is that it appears slightly more

theoretical in&its applicat/i6ns than I choose to be in the class-
\ \oom and it does not fully correspond with my own sense of the

psychology-6f form, but I have no academic argument to make againit

it: I'am merely not one of its practitioners.

Sector Analysis,is a limguistic system developed by Robert

L. Allen, now,at Columbia Teachers College in New York City.

Originally iled to teach English to'Turkish twelve-year olds, it

has been adapted ever twenty years to the formal analysis of Edited
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American English ,0.s a position and scOnstruction languagejn vhich
P

certain sentenc4 positions -- or' slots -- are regularly filled-

by certain constructions fillers. Its particuIar'stiength

is that itjga itystem for examining written English n relation'

to obligations or expectations which must bei fulfilled in con-::

ventional English. Thus; it can be used 0 show, the difXerence

. Ipetwee'n performance and requirementinan objectivey'a4, and it

lotaCalso be/used to indicate how reader i.esponses may be manipu-
,

lated,by a4triter. At the present time, eceor Analysis, or X-
.

Word Grammar as it is also called when used in remedial writing

programa, is used.by various practitioners in a variety of situ-

a'tions. Language ahalysia, TESOL and TEM, and remediation all c me

'with.in its general appli'C'ations.

The sentence Assdefined in X-Word Grammar as a series of.
4,

Slots or positions. The basic piositions of subject -- used in.,

,reprence -- and predicate -- used in prediation -- are defined

54 terms of an ';'.--word which moves ta the front of a ye's-no question,

as indi'cated in the top frame on 't:he first page in front of you.2
,

TH.e'basic pattern ehown here is the simple trunk of an Edited

American English sentence in which -Oiere is a capital letter, a

'yes-ro question with no words left over, and a puncty'ation,mar)s,.
,

One,ot the'most strlOclnq aspects of this system for me has always

been the illimitable joy with which many inner citystudents apply

this mechanical,definition of sentence positions -- seeing the struc-

ture of grammar, very simply, for the first time in their lives.

The concept of subject as reference is also useful, blcause tt allows

the inner city. student tp re,0.0guish the sort of sUbjective guess=

work which many grammars-encourage in finding what a sentence.is'

about. A first principle is that if the words between the X's

do not identify a 'clear subject then the reader has,a froblem

in tilt making.

Kenneth pike gives an eXample of a sentence as a tra(in of

box-cars.
3 *This' metaphor has some.applicability. In front of

the obligatory posi:tions for.sUbject and predicate in written



English, there is an optional position for a front adverbial;

at the end of the trunk, there is an optional position for an

adverbial. In fact, as the second sentence illustrates, several

layers of positions and constructions,can be Uncovered which'sug-%

gest the structural relationships in the Edited American English

Sentence. Comparisons with other languages-found in urban.ex-

perience,are possible; Spanish allows the subject sector to remain

empty; unlike English, leading to a heavy occurence of topic-c'om-

ment sentences, with doubled subjects,.among Spanish speakers;

Black:English regularly omits ,the obligatory time indicator of

EAE, frequently represented by the X-Word and so a prestige feat-

ture of English is mi'ssing. When,one of the units is out of po-

sition, we begin to encounter the more-or-less racially ordered,

rejection of language-meaning based on reader response sometimes

as much as.on-any inherent faAlure sin the writer's thinking. The

tagmemes the boxcars -- the combinations-of position and con-

stru'ction.in anticipated forms are 'crucial to create ''understanding.4.

This lesson is important in remediation, and it points taArd-the

iy*cbolog .of liter" forlit -as well, NN

e of the most obvious attracti9ns of a system like Sector

Ana ysis is that it offers simple and easily grasped principles of

language which a Student can check against the varieties of lan-

`V

guage within the urban context, and he can quickly be brought to

.reralize the existence of many differing dialects. Positive models

can be developed and checked mechanically tly the student 'hieself.:

Subject and predicate 'areas, defined infterms of the X-WoriT, can

-be viewed independently in-the editing groce'ss and the student

can asspss what he is telling, his reader and what his reader will

understand him to be \saying about his primary rtfexence, and he

can compare this material t(07kis own spoken language and the

language he encounters around him.

The second sentence whish you see on the sheet in -front of

you shows a more complete analysis of a sentence.
4 This analysis,

4

by the way (although witho the layered format used.here) is

4

:

*fr



a6hievable,by remedial wi-iting students,in a single-semester.

have attempted to add an overlay' implying that some special-in-,

tention --40Force (F)" to John Searte-- pay control t20 specific
.

'form af the sentence in its statemeht'of Ref,erence (R)- and Predi.-

cation (4,5 The A or Sentence layer is,tbe first iaYer. which

Dr. Allen would use in Sector Analysth, and it sholis tl-Ce oblig-

tory capital, un'derlayer (ye/nd question and oritionl.sectois),...

and punctuation mark of the EAE Sentence.
6 The' underlayer has

.:'positions'for an obli'gatorY trunk 'and optional adverbials at the

f nt andbende which are unfilled and marked by g. on the page."
A A

he trunk has an areba of:reference, the obligatory-sUbject, 'and

'an area of predication, the obligatory predicite. :Notice a't this

point tlhat.the units of the languag e. are being broken dawn'in,

chunks ra.,ther than word by word. Conventional grammars proceed

by individual words, but Sector Analysis emphasizes the "churiking".

process, a process which is well-adapted to.the patterns of stu-

-dent speech for analytic purp9ses and is also well-adapted io the

actual psycholOgy ofthe perceiver. Withi!ri the major areas'we 4N,10

smaller chunks of.language performing thp fundtions of modification

and so on, as in the clusters "my :friend" and "the'car". 'These

clusters are well-adapted to teaching foreign-l4nguage qtildentt'
-

principles such as the obligatory use of deterdiners to identify

certain nominals: English we,Woxhd not sey "Johb is getting

car." The identifie the nominal and-marks.a, nominal construction,

and the senterfce is easily distin uishecl in form from Ijohn.is
-

getting,sick."

The chunking-bf subject and pr,edicate aeserves'speckal at-
. .

tention because it can be used both lin reading writing., and brit-

icism. In writing it helps a student identify his'subject.and as-
,

sess it usefulness as a%reference fdr the reader. For a reader,

the abiItty to find the'linguistic siject of 'a e tence can help

-him understand difficult material, ev n when he may not knew the

vocabulary -- an obvious and on-gding' roblem,for. ple inner city

sttident.,For example, you yourselves ight now find the subject

in.the nonsense sentence "Retslach purAlane has gabled the wretch"



b;' making a yea no question and boxing the wyrds between the'

Xis: try it, Has is the X-Word; "retslach purslane" is the ,

subject. The student who can carry ,Rut these luinctions hai "learned

a basic linguistic principle of Edited Ameridhn Englis1 -- a

college-level concept. He is capabkeof.independent analysis in'

the bet'scigntifically objective,iashion: There is no need.to
-

apologize for teaching remedial English when it contains such

materials.

As the ;student learns to carrout these functions, he is

learnfng to edit.his'own writing of-course. He is also le4rning

new .sectorS* 4f,te.sentence. Even in cases where little progress,

.seems to, occur in-remedi,a)..stildents --'siiply because their lan-

guage needs'are so great and means.of measurement so subjective- and

so.trtde.we find .changes in atructure. In relation to sector

.inalysist new areas of the sentence are used for the sfirst time

'and new and more exact constructkons are used to fill thei. Thts

'is the area where ou esting procedures subjectively lawer grades
,

of studenet who make
!

a few more mistiaketin a tremendously ex-%

panded writing sample; it is a- builtrin racist tendency in most
0 ..

grade-by-reading evaluaition,programs,'even in sophisticated ones

annolInced by the National Council of Teachers ,of English.
71

As an aside, I might point.out that writing behavioral

competencies f9r such a program of instruction is simpie. Subject

identification involves the u'se 4of the two X's and the boxing of
P

the subject. Predicate identification is similar, and so on down

through th6 layers. The-yes/no question game is the mpans to the

competencies for subject and predicate, and'the testing procedure

is both verbal and on-going in the classroom and readily accom-

plisfled by asking students to turn statemeWts into questions in

writing.- This last case also serves as a test for time orientation

in verbs. Sucb easily measured and simplified competencies.make

this discipline the sort of thing which parents- 'eight take home .

to their children to explain what they are studying in college,

.or which para-prof4ssionals might use.in 5Iay-care centers as games

without even announcing the language teaching component involved.

lii
41.



The psycholo4,1g of form is something which I=have,alIuded to

without fully explaining, but it is the dimension of language

study which is most truly,college leyel, and it is well suited to

Sector Analysis as conceived by Dr. AI).en. Kenneth Burke, in-
,

Counterstatement, propose.p a critical methodology which s formalist,

but is based on Aristotelian notions of tension, frustra on rand

catharsis through the development of patterns:
9 Simply pu .the

methodology focusses on the response of the reader as the m hs to

understanding how the form of a literary work such as Hamlet, or
4

Paradise Lost, operates. i.Ekpectations are established Through im-

.4
4.4ery, paot, and 'minor repetitive deviCes, tension is heightened

and the reader fustrated by plot complicationa; evolving metaphors

and .so on, and finally satisfaction is gkined and literary meaning

fUlfilled th9ough the resolution of *the plot and'the completion

of the patterns of im'agery and rhetorical form. Minor .forma ,of

syntax, simile, repetition, allitevtion, and so on 411 cdntribute

to he "effect" -on the reader in transmitting the vision of the
4

autho

Sector Analysis bears directly on this-spectrum i4 analytic

-,Methods. The construction-position orislot-anil-filIer concept is

basically a description of expettation and satisfaction. Formal,

departures have both good ahd bad meaSurable consequences. Repe-

tition of form and substitution constitute liter style. e. e.

Cummings' oeuvre is a most obvious case in such poer as "i thank

you god for most this amazing day" where syntacticalpatterns are

manipulated to expand .fieanings. Such analysis can easily be applied

to Mark Twain, Baldwin, Melville, even Francis Trollope's The

-Domestic manners of the Americans. The last frame on the page

before you gives some idea of the thematic significance which

can be attached to a grammar lesson on nbun clusters.
10 The

sentence is from Malcolm X Speaks. The-subject sectorlis the bulk

of the sentence, but the nucleus of the cluster is one of the

broadest of generalized inanimate count nouns filling a pattern

only. with a vague assertion.
11-- Malcolm wanted that thing in the

.
middle of things, as it were, to create a spITt sentence (ls I

will call it) as the illocutionam4 act. "The white man" is an

I
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entire predic,tionoo.:itseIf. Analysis of the sentence and the,

sentence subject shows hdw the word choice and-the post-modieLr

create the.sense of separation'and alilow for the development of

force -- feeling -- in the statement._ The sentence is a rhetorical

artifact. Inner city-students are fully ready to .evaluate.such

prOblems mentalry andappreciate their signiiicance: And this

Sentence is part of a remedial grammar lesson on the .posi.tions*

for nucleus and pre And post modifiers in noun Cluster12s.

All our 'students in the inner city context can learn lingUage

and writing finctions 'h..rough/the nature of language structures

A:knOwledge of positions and-consErticions combined with reader

.anticipations establishes a groundwork for:critical and' logical

.development of thinking -- the ultimate purpose of a college edu-

cation We can free.ourselves frbm doctrinaire and mystifying

critical 'pronouncments4by' introducing students themsTFis .to a

.

set of tools whicti they can take'into their own hand$ The sPecial

.maturity of urban students makes this project particularly ap-

propriate: Also important, systems whitil students can a'cquire on

their own and use with obvious technical .devices such, as the

yes/no geustion pattern help us to define Edited American English

'as a written form differing as much from whitel discourse in the

oral mode as it does from black. This res(51ves the problem of

"supplanting a native speech pattern."11. One black student asked

me once "If there'q a Black English, 116w cum' I gott'a learn white

Enqlish?" The answer "to live in a white world" is not a reasoned

explanation'to me. The answer in lingu'stic terms is that everpine

learns forms of written English to contr 1 'the reader's reslionse

in terms of hisexpectations, and the 1 arning process applies

equakly to all students of all colors and language backgrounds.

As Milton would have it: "Onthy glorious Work,/ Now enter,

and begin to save.mankind." There is no panacea. Linguistically-

based language systems offer these benefits: (1) writing teachers

can systematize their work and develop clear,goals framed in terms
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of l3nguagë structure rather than terms of superfic al objec-
. t

tivqs such as comma use by itself, which is correc,te nega-

tiVely, (2) positive language models 'based On structural models

and psychologyprovide a basis for teaching which is on a par

with other .college-Ievel disciplines, even though a heavy remedial

component may be invoIved:(3) the psychology of language leads

to the psychology...of forM and advanced critical awveness in. uplo,-6r

tier courses,. (4) m st*important to-me, the simplified description

of goals and methods allows the negative_Hcorrection" of grammar

errors to be replaced by systematic modeis and procedures wh4ch

build confidence. Many of my own students take joy in writing:,

their fear is gone, replaced.by a sense of personal and aeademic

ability. This more open form of teaching and learning,*then, is

truly the new fusion of aims and goals in language which is-now

called for.



APPENDIX ONE

X-Word: The word that comes to the front o /a sentence to make'

it tut() a yes/no question.

A. group of words tha.e can be made into a lies/no citiestion.
pith no words left ver, including only the suNect and
'pr,edicate.' c

T unk:

X

Is

(S)
John

(S)
John

is Coming home. (

coming home? )

Subject:' The words between the Xis.
t

Predicate:' Th words outside the X s.

Illocutionary act.:
(cap. +)'
My friend

F+)
0 -rty friend

NO,

(S±)
t: [my friend 1

my friend
(*)

intent/relation td other strtictures
(U+) (punc.,+)
is getting the car.

(T+) (El)
is getting the car.(0

(x)
is getting the car.

(x) (y)
is getting the car

'6e4Inglihe all )

z Sn

Ut

. Pr

Pd

Icthe carN nK
(*)

F(R'P) - Se4ile.

-.Allen

; '
Malcolm X descriting.Aa third-world breakthrough in 1954): F(R P)

LThe one #linq that was not al1owect_t_e_DAnChalg.S.Q.1111,0111=1.
(X) 4, (P+)
was the white man: Su

S: iN the one thing[twas not allowed
--0 A

The terminology on this page is taken from works o
by Robert L. Allen, Columbia Teachers College, i-

Grammars and En lish Grammar (New York: 1972) an
771.Z.VITITk: 197 and the concept of illocutiona
from John Searle, Speech Acts, (Cambridge: 1970)

Sector Analysis :

ding English .

,orkin,rSentences
s taken



pavid .Lockwood, An
quistics, (New YoIT
p. 12.

krolikeiss,

Introduction la Stratificational Lin-
Harcourt, Brace,2%Jovanovich-,' 197177

4

See appendix one, top frame.

Kenneth Pike; "More Revolution: Tagmeftits," in 'Reading

About,Langvage, C. Laird & R. H. Goyrell, eds.,
/

See appendix

John ,Seatle,
ess, 1970)

one, ittIddle

Speech Acts
especiiIT7

frame.

.,(Cambridge: Cambridge:University
140*''

Rbbert L. Allen, English Gramm
York: Scribner's, 1972) pp.
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